
5th Sunday in Ordinary Time 
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Isaiah 6:1-2a, 3-8 
Psalm 138 
1 Corinthians 15:1-11 
Luke 5:1-11 

It’s easy to forget how 
awesome God is.  A good 
deal of our prayer life is 
characterized by what might 
seem like a lack of activity 
on God’s part.  We might 

feel compelled to cajole him into action, and practice persistence 
when our prayers go unanswered.   

Today’s Scriptures provide a caution to that approach.  Both 
Isaiah and Peter receive a glimpse of the otherness of God—the 
fact that God is not like us, but has a different nature altogether.  
At the beginning of the gospel story today Peter shows himself 
interested in Jesus and willing to offer him whatever support he 
can.  He calls him Master—someone who has insight into the 
truth and who can share that insight with others.  Peter is 
interested in learning from him, and no doubt feels blessed to be 
in his presence. 

But there are also things Peter does not expect from Jesus.  He 
does not believe that Jesus should be expected to show expertise 
when it comes to fishing.  That has not been his trade.  It’s only 
by virtue of an act of courtesy that Peter accedes to Jesus’ 
instruction to go out into the deep water for a catch.  He is not 
expecting anything to happen while they are out there. 

https://bible.usccb.org/bible/readings/020622.cfm


The huge catch of fish changes all that.  Against all expectations 
that a professional fisherman would bring to the occasion, Peter 
quickly faces the largest catch of his life—a even that makes 
even the best day of fishing up to that point pale in comparison.  
There is no avoiding the conclusion that the person in the boat 
with him is much more than just a master of the religious 
tradition.  Peter’s only frame of reference is that he is in the 
presence of holiness of the sort that Moses experienced at the 
burning bush, or Isaiah reported of from his vision of the Lord 
seated on the heavenly throne. 

When that is not our common experience, we can fall prey to 
thinking about God, and especially God’s Son, Jesus, who does 
share our human nature, as nothing more than someone like us.  
Do we imagine being compelled to fall on our knees when we 
encounter him?  Or is he so friendly that we can take him into 
our homes like a stray cat we find on the doorstep. 

Encountering the living God is a moment fraught with a 
presence so commanding of attention that we can only wonder 
how we have arrived in such a place, and fully lacking in how to 
make an appropriate response.  All we have to offer at that point 
is the acknowledgement that we don’t belong there.  It’s only by 
God’s grace that we can even catch our next breath. 

Perhaps it’s a good thing that we do not have to deal with that 
sort of overpowering experience—one that we could never get 
used to.  When Moses had come down from Mount Sinai after 
receiving the Law from God and meeting with him face-to-face 
his face shown; so much so that the people begged him to wear a 
veil so that they could look at him. 



We need to preserve a place in our relationship with God for that 
fundamental reality, even if God in his benevolence spares us 
from its riveting condition.  If we don’t, then we have basically 
engaged in idolatry, domesticating the God of the universe into 
an image that we control. 

There’s always a paradox at work in Christianity:  God draws 
near to us in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, one like us in all 
things but sin, and in the person of the Holy Spirit who makes 
his home in that central place in our hearts that is designed for 
his presence only.  But all that is designed to transform us and to 
bring away from the human nature we know, complete with its 
sin and imperfection, to the human nature we have by the design 
of God, and which we have little awareness of.   

To get from the one to the other, we must confront our 
sinfulness, and count on God to move past it to commission us 
for the proclamation of what is really true:  who God is and who 
we are called to be in his presence. 
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